
SUMMER VIBES: CITYSCAPE 
The city can be read like a more or less intelligible diagram, and it can also, at least in its early years, be read as a fairy-tale. 
Each city is simultaneously composed, visibly and invisibly, of two cities. This spatial Platonic fiction, this archaic Pythagorean 
antithetical game, is a valid mutatis mutandis even today. For a city to be a real city, for it to be single and indivisible, para-
doxically it must be dual. It must always bear within itself the city-right and city-left, the city-male and the city-female; it must 
concurrently be visible and invisible, and it must always be expressed as both a tangible reality and intangible narration, as a 
manual-like-city and as a story-about-a-city city.

Excerpt from “Three War Books” by Bogdan Bogdanović (2008)

Hot asphalt, sizzling terraces, lack of shade and uniform landscapes – frequent associations for summer in the city, 
commonly also good reasons to retreat from it, into another reality. In an attempt to capture the city as a tangible reality and 
intangible narration, we present the works of ten artists – Milutin Marković, Pavle Banović, Snežana Zlatković, Sofija Pašalić, 
Kemil Bekteši, Marko Brogan, Nebojša Yamasaki Vukelić, Gorana Bačevac, Marija Avramović and Stjepan Jukić – who bring 
their own visual interpretation of the city – whether as an escape to the artificial, the city as fragment or city as fountain. 
The exhibited works create a common response to the question of the city as respite and its perseverance in the hot, 
sluggish summer – they provide artistic reflection on economic, political, cultural, and other urban forms, functions and 
social need structures inherent in urban society. To really see the city means to know how to enter it, and to be able to get 
out of it – ultimately, to see it outside the tourist hotspots. Summer is, after all, where you imagine it.

NEBOJŠA YAMASAKI VUKELIĆ 

Nebojša Yamasaki Vukelić was born in 1986 in Belgrade, where he lives and 
works. He predominantly works in the drawing medium through which he 
thematizes the issue of personal and collective capacities for social imagina-
tion. He completed his master’s degree in painting at the Faculty of Fine Arts in 
Belgrade in 2021. He has exhibited in many group exhibitions, as well as one 
solo exhibition – Inside, Everything Will Be Soft and Gentle, in X Vitamin Gallery. 
In 2021 he won the Vladimir Veličković Foundation Drawing Award and the 
“Miodrag Janjušević – Academic Painter” Award.
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The “Chinese” fan, as a cheep way to keep cool during the summer, is 
shown alongside New Belgrade’s Block 61 buildings – a well-known 
example of 1970s socialist housing. How do certain objects that make up 
the social standard of living at a given moment reflect those who possess, 
or do not possess them? Who can meet the standard of living and who 
cannot? What would it mean, in terms of status, to have a fan in a New 
Belgrade apartment in the 1970s, and what does it mean not to have air 
conditioning in the same apartment today?



KEMIL BEKTEŠI  

Kemil Bekteši is a visual artist born in Belgrade in 1997. He graduated and obtained his master’s 
degree at the Academy of Fine Arts in Sarajevo. He spent part of his studies in Portugal, at the 
Faculdade de Belas Artes do Porto, where he studied contemporary art. He was awarded the 
Golden Badge of the University of Sarajevo for undergraduate and master studies, making him 
one of the best students at the University of Sarajevo. In addition, he was named the best student 
of the Academy of Fine Arts in Sarajevo in graduate and master’s studies. He is interested in 
modern artistic practice methods and is not limited regarding media. He works in painting, 
sculpture, objects, installations, videos, performances and is often present in public spaces. He 
often deals with topics related to identity, geopolitics, and nationality. In 2020, he became the 
youngest finalist of the ZVONO award (YVAA – Young Visual Artists Awards, Bosnia and Herze-
govina), and in 2022 he became a finalist of the MANGELOS Award (YVAA – Young Visual Artists 
Awards, Serbia). He is co-founder and associate of the Gallery of Contemporary Art “Manifesto” 
in Sarajevo. He is active on the Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbian art scene.

SNEŽANA ZLATKOVIĆ 
Snežana Zlatković (1988) architect, assistant lecturer, and PhD candidate at Belgrade 
University – Faculty of Architecture. She founded the studio sz.dar (Drawing Archi-
tecture Research, 2017). Chosen drawings were published in Drawing Futures Book 
(The Bartlett School of Architecture, UCL, 2016), and awarded at Drawing of the Year 
(2016), RIBA Eye Line Drawing Competition (2017), STRAND (2016, 2018, 2020), 
INDEF (2020), the Architecture Salon (2020, 2021), My Cityscape Competition (2021), 
Collector’s Vision International Art Award (2021), etc. She was one of eight architects 
(MyBGD) representing Serbia at the Venice Architecture Biennale 2021. The group 
was awarded the “Ranko Radović” award (2020, 2021) and STRAND (2021).

PAVLE BANOVIĆ 
Pavle Banović was born in 1998 in Belgrade, where he lives and works. He 
completed his undergraduate studies at the Department of New Media at 
the Faculty of Fine Arts in Belgrade. He spent the third year of his studies in 
Ljubljana at the Academy of Fine Arts and Design. He was a member of the 
young art collective Institute for Applause and is part of the current project 
COMMONS – Imagining the Future Institution. He took part in the following 
exhibitions: Leaving the Safe Regime (2018) at the Goethe Institute in 
Belgrade, Given Mood (2019) at the Students Cultural Centre in Kragujevac, 
Hard Pressed (2020) at Cultural Centre – “Magacin” in Belgrade and Amazing 
(Im)possibilities (2021) at the Contemporary Gallery in Zrenjanin. He had his 
first solo exhibition Moving spaces (2021) at P74 gallery in Ljubljana. He won 
the Telekom Srbija award (2018) and the MFRU (2020) in Maribor. He is a 
finalist of the Mangelos Award for 2022.

MILUTIN MARKOVIĆ 

Milutin Marković was born in Belgrade in 1998, and is finalising his studies at the Royal Academy of Arts 
in The Hague, the Netherlands. He lives and works between The Hague and Belgrade.

SOFIJA PAŠALIĆ 
Applied Arts in Belgrade, majoring in Graphics and Books in 2019. During her 
studies, she went on an exchange visit to Krakow, the Jan Matejko Academy, 
where she developed an interest in intermedia and performative arts. She 
completed her master’s studies at the Faculty of Fine Arts in Belgrade, at the 
Department of New Media, in 2021.

MARK GERARD BROGAN 

Mark Gerard Brogan was born in 1967 in London. He completed his art studies 
at Goldsmiths College in 1997, where he also completed his master’s studies in 
2019. He has exhibited independently at the Student Cultural Centre in Kragujevac, 
Footnote Centre Belgrade, and Cultural Centre Pančevo. He participated in group 
exhibitions at “Cvijeta Zuzorić” Pavilion and within the XIII Biennial of Watercolours. 
His films have been screened at the Winterthur International Short Film Festival (Swit-
zerland), the White Box (New York), the Goethe Institute in Sofia (Bulgaria) and the 
Collegium Hungaricum Berlin (Germany). His works are in the Digital Art Collection 
of Deutsche Telekom AG, and InterSpace Association in Sofia (Transitland. Video Art 
of Central and Eastern Europe 1989-2009).

STJEPAN JUKIĆ

Stjepan Jukić was born in 1990 in Split. In 2009 he graduated from the School of 
Fine Arts in Split, majoring in graphic design. After high school, he attended the 
Agora College of Marketing Communications in Zagreb, where he graduated in 
2014 with a degree in Marketing Communications Visual Design. After graduating 
from university, he returned to his hometown of Klis and has been actively involved 
in painting ever since. So far, he has exhibited in several solo and group exhibitions.

GORANA BAČEVAC

Gorana Bačevac was born in Belgrade in 1992. She earned Bachelor and MA 
degree from the Faculty of Fine Arts in Belgrade, sculpture department. Mainly 
works in the medium of sculpture, drawing and instalation. She was awarded 
with „Stevan Knežević“ drawing award in 2017. One of the finalists of the “Private 
Value 3” competition at the residence of the Swiss Ambassador in Belgrade 
2020. She has had solo shows in Belgrade and numerous collective exhibitions 
in  Serbia and abroad.

MARIJA AVRAMOVIĆ
Marija Avramović was born in 1989 in Belgrade. She completed her under-
graduate and master’s studies in painting at the Faculty of Fine Arts in Belgrade 
(2013) and the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux Arts in Paris (2017). 
Avramović’s main medium is drawing, and her artistic practice connects different 
media and approaches. Her paintings and watercolours, based on a distinctly 
narrative approach, merge utopias, dystopias, hyper-objects, science fiction and 
pop culture. In 2017, she began collaborating with artist and programmer Sam 
Twidale as the Xenoangel duo; their real-time animations live in symbiosis with 
works on paper, installations and sculptures.

The Birth of Venus
collage (photo-paper on 285gsm  paper)

21x29,7 cm 
2021 - 2022

 Behind the Glitch C6-1: Cityscape Transformation 
Digital collage from handmade drawings (2021)

Methodology maps – books of hand drawings (2013-2016)
40x40 cm

2020

Moving space photobook
dimensions vary 

2019
A snowball’s chance in hell 

mixed media
100x70 cm 

2020

I am full of love and wonder
 mixed media on canva

70x60 cm 
2018

By creating completely naturally, with ease, unencumbered, primordially, the artist 
always returns to this process. Encouraged by these aspirations for many years, Jukić 
has encountered the constant change taking place in the immediate vicinity and within 
himself. Inspired by different situations and their interpretation over the last ten years, 
his work varies and takes different forms – from portraits to abstractions. There is no 
peace, nor acceptance of reconciliation in the works he is confronted with. It is as if he 
were trying to explain to himself that life is an affirmation of the immediate moment and 
that these small moments are something on which he can build life and his own art. In 
Jukić’s pieces, energy is a universal language creating scenes consequential to certain 
events. He draws inspiration from nature, feelings, and complete silence. Interacting with the environment is his spiritus movens. In silence, he captures 
the beginning of an idea as a mantra that appears and disappears in bursts – and so on, repetitively. A journey into the unexpected. Hence the urge to 
use different materials. The constant flow of thought and feeling forces him to explore and experiment over and over again. What always brings him back 
to the circle of creation is the feeling of liberation, the Idea that was created to exist.

Second son screengrab
2022

The Musical fountain
watercolour and ink on paper 

76x56 cm  
2017

Diario de silencio
mixed media, acrylic on canvas 

100x150 cm
2021

Summer love I
 epoxy resin, metal

 15x5x2 cm 
2017

“A snowball’s chance in hell” – Helicopters going for gasoline, sweaty they lug 
their bags, a lily withers every day, I do not know what to do with it. Sludge has 
spilled, a bus to Bjeljina, a lot of cold water and rain and humidity, and this is 
just the beginning. They want to explain, and I already understand what they 
want to tell me. 

What I am trying to explore in my work are the different ways of existing and acting today. I want to discover the relationships between individuals and 
ideologies and how they can destabilise each other. How do authentic life experiences and narratives oppose dominant structures? In my work, I try to 
examine and reinterpret the different ways of existing and doing today. Also, I want to investigate the relationships between individuals and ideologies and 
how these two can destabilise each other. How do authentic life experiences and narrations oppose dominant structures?

Brogan’s work speaks of differences, great historical contrasts visible in everyday 
social life and power relations, in both the global social context and on a local 
level. By reflecting on history, daily politics and visual culture, he always attempts 
to accentuate the rift between what is constructed as the dominant narrative by the 
part of society that has power and the material reality in which that layer of society 
that has no power lives. Through collage form, Brogan juxtaposes phenomena 
and ideas that are distant in time and space, but conceptually and narratively 
connected. 
Graffiti, street names, advertisements, posters testify to social differences as much as monumental sculptures and central city squares. Everyday life 
plays an important role in Brogan’s collages because it testifies to the aforementioned rift between the propaganda of dominant narratives and real 
living conditions – the everyday is political for him. His work The Musical Fountain shows the contrast between a brilliant and orderly future of Slavija 
Square, promised to Serbia by the leading political party and the anarchic way it has historically functioned. The text on the painting philosophically 
reflects on the role the artist might play in interpreting such social change. The fountain on Slavija Square appears again in the work Fake News, 
however, here it is juxtaposed with thriving tree turned upside down, which is also a critique on the use of city spaces as public goods for the 
purpose of glorifying the achievements of political players, upon which general social benefits such as green areas are sacrificed. 

Little monuments dedicated to fallen summer loves.

In my work approach as a young visual artist, I take into consideration the problems of society 
through different media; more precisely: interpersonal, geopolitical, cultural, and historical 
relationships. The theme of my practice is often based on the cultural, political, and geopolitical 
overlaps of Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo. Often transitioning between these 
countries, in a wider sense, my work could be described as site-specific. I believe that my works 
can be read in different ways depending on where I am located and where the work itself is 
presented. I am also interested in issues of transhistorical relations, their interpretation, reading 
and recontextualization in the modern age. I refer to the present, which is a distillate of the past, 
about history and culture, and about how they are experienced and treated in today’s context. I 
deal with the issue of possession and property through “my” and “our” relationships and I often 
wonder how much ours is really ours.

I am a Serbian artist currently living and studying in Netherlands with a focus on the still and moving 
image.  I was drawn to the world of documentary photography and photojournalism at the age of 
17 working in various media outlets in Serbia. There I rooted my practice in the “decisive moment” 
photography where my focus was on the purely visual representation of the “real” world. Studying at 
the art academy, my perception shifted towards the creation of hyper realities and fictional approach 
while still using the iconography of the media, place I’m coming from and human connection to nature 
and technology. Moving from the documentary photography where I had a heavy camera with me all 
the time hoping to get the “World Press Photo” shot, I started exploring different mediums. I switched 
the big camera for the Iphone, started exploring augmented realities, 3D environments and heavily 
edited and directed still images.   In media the photography represents the “truth”, while my vision is 
that truth does not exist in it is translation to the two- or three-dimensional image. Still, the language of 
media thought us how to look at the photography as a document of something that happened in the 
past. This is the notion that I’m exploring with my work creating the alternative storylines using the language(s) we all speak. Media photography, Instagram 
stories, filters and internet content that we consume with our thumbs. I tend to show my work on different platforms from the physical installations to 
computer generated environments, internet platforms and social medias we use daily. My approach and philosophy of art is that it might either pose or 
answer certain questions I’m interested in in the moment. Therefore, I involve other people that I collaborate with in creation of the bigger projects. My 
personal goal with every work is poetic thoroughness and layered outcome shown in space – digital or physical. A goal I have and want the viewer to take 
from the work is humor, since I believe it’s a cool bridge to communicate certain serious topics to the wider public.

We made the towels as part of Shady Lagoon – a fictional resort that we see 
in the pictures; there are no people there, only hints of presence, memories, 
future memories. The sentences are nostalgic, related to girls and optimism (I 
am full of love and miracles), but also often grammatically incorrect, or in “bro-
ken English” to emphasize the ambience of a foreign place where a foreign 
language is spoken. Or like in a dream, where we feel what certain sentences 
should mean, but they are also a slightly distorted, or poorly translated.

The proposed methodological layers of drawings explore intangible and (in)visible 
aspects of urban landscape transformations. The first part of our analysis focuses on 
the issues of perception of existing spatial conflicts. By analyzing and defining the 
principles of constant change within the city, we attempt to decode the dynamic and 
static (in)visible qualities of each moment. The use of both analog drawing tech-
niques and digital image processing brings new possibilities to the analysis of a com-
plex and chaotic network of urban landscape transformations. Architecture makes 
the invisible qualities of the environment become visible. This relationship between 
the intuitive handprint and the mechanized processes of digital tools provides our 
drawing methodology with comprehensive tools for coding any transformation using 
these techniques. The study of spatial conflicts that are not directly visible, through 
drawing, encourages new points of view and new analyses.


